Alumni conference held at Institute

By Jim Moody

president Jerome W. Wiesner, giving a meeting of the Institute Corporation on Friday, October 6, opened the 28th annual meeting of the Corporation a week ago.

Wiesner's statement was foreshadowed by Vice President Joe Snyder on the social side of the Institute. It reports of two visiting committee chairmen on Engineering and Chemical Engineering at MIT.

Alumni role grows

Chairman of the Corporation, A. M. Johnson, opened the session's proceedings of the- year by mentioning the past, consisting of alumni officers, Corporation members, and members of MIT governing boards, deans, department heads, and faculty. The role of the Conference was to present the Corporation, and the role of the Conference was to present the Corporation.

But 18 of the 87-member Corporation are alumni, and all 600 on Corporation process the alumni in their own institutions.

This total comes from two nominating committees of the Alumni Association.
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